Nichia’s Color Tunable COB Receives EdisonReport’s
Top 10 MUST SEE Award
Brentwood, TN May 13, 2019 — A competitive pool of products prevailed in an
otherwise whirlwind of a market since last year’s selection. After evaluating all
tiers of our bright and innovative industry, EdisonReport is proud to announce
Nichia’s Color Tunable COB as a Top 10 MUST SEE item for this year’s finals.
Nichia’s Color Tunable COB provides an innovative CCT tuning solution for
human centric lighting applications. Where others use a combination of individual
LED’s, or multi-cavity phosphor to achieve Color Tunability, Nichia uses a single
cavity phosphor technique eliminating the “Tiger stripe” seen in other COB
designs.

Available in two sizes, and a CCT range from 2700K to 5000K, Nichia's color
tunable COB provides a smaller LES and better color mixing than other options
on the market.
EdisonReport’s 2019 Judges were Dan Blitzer of The Practical Lighting
Workshop, Richard Wyton of Steiner Electric Company, Jim Yorgey of Lutron,
and Ann Reo.

The Color Tunable COB can be seen at LIGHTFAIR, May 21th thru May 23rd, in
Philadelphia at booth 1119.
Click here for a complete list of Top 10 MUST SEE Awards.
About EdisonReport’s Top 10 MUST SEE List
With so many new launches every spring, EdisonReport has traditionally
highlighted what we believe are the "Top 10 MUST SEE" products or
services. By being online and real-time, EdisonReport can evaluate products a
few weeks before the start of the show as opposed to most award programs that
require submittals up to three months prior. Our team of judges considers
products or services that may not have been ready for submittal earlier in the
year.
In addition, at the end of the year, EdisonReport announces the LightTrades™
Awards, which list the ten best products or services introduced throughout the
year at all tradeshows.
For more information about the EdisonReport, contact Randy Reid at
Editor@EdisonReport.com.

